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tn this paper we study subsets of 8 finite set that intersect each other in at most one eleml~ont, 
Etch subaet intersects mogt of the other subsets in exwtly one element. The Mowing theorem 
is one of our main conduaions, tot S,, 1 . . , S,,, be m subrreta ot’ an n=aet S with IS,1 22 (1~ I, 
1.1, tti) and IS,nS#4 (1~1; 1, f4,a.r, m), Suppose further th;tt for Borne flxsd positive 
integer c each S, hcrtr non=smpty interaectian with trt le~lst m -c( of the femtiining subeta, Thctr 
there is I leaat poaitivs integer M(e) depending only cm e guch thlrt either ~1 s tt of itt g M(c), 
Fisher’s inequality for balanced incomplete black designs says the following, ff 
S 191,I, S,,l are tn subsets of an teeat $ suck that each &WY txwftiitw cxuctly k 
elements, each element of $ ie 8 member of exactly I subsets, und any two distinst 
subsets interBeet inexactly h elements, than ITI G 11, 
When A = 1, De Biruijn and Erdk [I] showed that HI G M, even if the cardinality 
of the subsets and the number of subsets containing each element are not 
constant, Wyser [3] relaxed the constraints a little more, requiring any two subsets 
to intersect in at mast one element and each subset to have nanempty interscc- 
tian with at least m =2 of the remaining subsets, With the added condition that 
ISi133 (iEl*I*** m) he showed we still have m s FL 
In this paper we will study those configurations i  which e;:~h subset intersects 
at least m -c of the remaining subsets far some fixed positive integer c. 
Define the incidence matrix A =[Uij] of the subsets S1, . . . , S, of the n-set 
S =(x1,.  . , x,} by 
aij = 1 if Xj E Si, 
=O if XjtZSi* 
(i = 1,. . . , m; j = 1,. . . , n). 
aij 
(2.1) 
Denote the sum pi TOW i of A by ki and the sum of column i by Ii. ROW and 
column permutations of A correspond to simply renumbering the sub:;ets and 
elements. Two subsets intersect if and only if the corresponding rows of A have a 
1 in the same column. 
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We now state a theorem by Ryser [3] which is essential to the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.1. Let the m subsets of an n-set S satisfy ISi1 = k a3 (i = 1,. . . , m) 
SinSjIG (i&j; i, j=1,..., m). Suppose that each Si has non-empty 
intersection with at least m - l& + 1 of the remaining subsets. Then 
rnsn 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
(2.2) 
Theorem 2.2. Let the m subsets of an n-set S satisfy ISi Ia 2 (i = 1, . . . , m) and 
sSi nsjis 1 (ifj; i, j = 1,. . . , m). Suppose each Si has non-empty intersection with 
at least m - c of the remaining subsets for some fixed positive integer c. Then there is 
a least positive integer M(c) depending only on c such that either 
rnsn (2.3) 
r)r 
m 6 M(c). (2.4) 
In the proof we will make repeated use of the following two properties of the 
incidence matrix A of such a configuration. 
i I) No two rows contain l’s in the same two columns. 
f II) There are s: most c- 1 rows which contain no l’s in the ki columns 
occupied by l’s in row i (i = 1, . . . . m). 
Prtiof of Theorem 2.2 The theorem was proved in [1] for c = 1 and in [3] for 
C -2 and kia3(i=l,..., m). 
We arrange A so that k, is the smallest row sum, the l’s of row 1 occur in the 
first k I columns, and I, is the largest of the first ki column sums. 
First assume k, = 2 and m > n. A may be put in the form 
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1 0 
I o- . . . . 
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1 0 
0 
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* 
(2.5) 
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By (II) there are at most c - 1 rows with O’s in both of the first two colums; thus 
Ia &(m-c)+l. 
If E,a4, then (II) implies kaZ,-(c-l)>$(m-3c)+2 for i=E,+l, I,+& 
I, -t-3. Then by (I) 
m>na3($(m-3c)+1)+2. 
Thus 
mC9c-10. (2.6) 
If Z+3, then Z,+cfl~m. Since Z&a2 we see Z1+ldn<m. By (II) ZC+ 
Z1-(c-1) for i=Z,+l, Z,+2, and by (I) m>2(Z,-c)-122(m-2c-1)-l. 
Hence 
mC4c+3 (2.7) 
Now we may assume m > n, c 3 3, and ki 3 3 (i = 1, . . . , m). By Theorem 2.1 
we must have k1 G c. We arrange A so it has the form 
-1 l-*-l ()*e*() ()...o (-)**+ o...(j 
1 00 ..O l...l O...O O...O O...O 
1 0 ..*.O O,..O 0 . ..O 0.q . . . . I . . . . 
1 x . . .; x.. .A 
. 
’ 6.. .(yy 1.. jj 
1 o* ..O ()...O O...O l...l O...O 
0 
* * * * * 
-0 
(2.$) 
From (II) there are at least m -c l’s in the first k, columns of rows 2 through n, 
so Z,a(m-c)&+l~m/c. 
Notice I, C&m, since ki > 3 gives us n a 1+ 211. Also we may assume II > c - 1, 
since otherwise 
m<c(c-1) (2.9) 
By (II), row II + t (1 s t G I, -(c - 1)) must contain at least I, -(c - l> l’s in the 
blocks of colunms formed by the l’s in the first I1 rows of A. By (I), at most t - 1 
of these l’s can occur in columns containing l’s in rows I, + 1, . . , I, + t - 1. 
Adding the number of su,ch columns for each value of t we get 
1,-+-l) 
m>na C Z,-(c-1)-(t-l) 
t=l 
1,-e-l) 
= c i =i(Zt-c+l)(Z1-C-t-2) 
I=1 
and since Z, > m/c we have 
(2.10) 
m+(y-c+l)(F-c+2). (2.11) 
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Solving for m we get 
1 
mC~4~~-3c+c[(4c-3)~--4(c~-3c+2)]”~} (2.12) 
Combining (2.6), (2.7), (2.9) and (2.12) proves the theorem. 
The case of equality, m = n, is discussed in ( 1) for c = 1, in (3) for c = 2, and by 
Leonard and Keenan in (2) for c > 3. Thus, this result justifies the restriction 
cn - II in (2) since these are extremal configurations. 
3. Exampka and lower bonds 
The afhne plane of order c satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 with 
tn - c’+ c and n = c2. So, if an affine plane of order c exists we have c2+ c G 
M(c). For c = 2 and c = 3 this bound is exact, as it can be directly verified that 
m(2) = 6 and M(3) = 12. 
If a finite projective plane of order c - 1 exists the configuration obtained by 
dcletin~ one point from the plane satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 with 
tn zc” --c+l and n==c’ -c. Thus, in this case c*-c + 1 G M(c). 
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